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STAFF	DEVELOPMENT	POLICY	

1. Introduction 

United Centre of Excellence (UCE) value the investment of their staff. Our UCE Staff Competency 

Framework enables us to encourage, develop and provide progression routes. This Framework is a new 

development for UCE that has come about through organic direction and understanding that knowledge 

and experience is invaluable. By investing in our staff, we aim to keep turnover to a minimum and provide 

stability. 

UCE uses the usual development strategies to encourage staff to grow with the business and also 

encourages the development of new skills by utilising external and internal sources of delivery. This 

enables UCE to provide employers with staff that are competent with recent knowledge/experience and 

qualifications. 

UCE has evaluated staff qualifications and competencies across our programmes and has identified areas 

that require up skilling/ re-development etc. 

UCE works with employers in identifying any partnership potential uses their existing staff to support 

programme delivery.  

 

2. Staff competencies 

UCE competency framework supports how we want our people to work and grow, it helps to recognise and 

acknowledge success as well as those that need support.  

Our framework gives us a consistent approach and common ways of working. It is based on the following 

five themes: 
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UCE aim to develop and support all staff and this framework reflects our values and principles that are 

embedded into our culture. 

• Level 1 applies to all trainee and apprenticeship roles 

• Level 2 applies to all staff who do not have line management responsibilities 

• Level 3 applies to all staff who have line management responsibilities 

• Level 4 applies to all Directors/Senior Managers 

Learner and UCE focused 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Demonstrates clear 
commitment to UCE 
values 

Positive presentation by 
promoting and support 
UCE values 

Challenges others when 
necessary to uphold 
UCE values 

Aware of and actioning 
the changing needs of 
students 

Understands role and 
responsibilities 

Understands and 
manages stakeholder 
expectations 

Effective role model for 
students and staff 

Develops, leads and 
influences change 

Presents a positive 
image to internal and 
external customers 

Recognises and 
implements changes to 
processes and practices 

Promotes the work of 
UCE 

Provides inspirational 
leadership 

ApprenNces	
and	UCE	
focused	

Achieves	
results	&	

understand	
deadlines	

Working	
collaboraNvely	

Delivers	
excellent	
service	

Manages	self,	
and	personal	
development	
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Achieves results and understand deadlines 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Able to meet and 
manage deadlines 

Effective planning of own 
work 

Effective decision 
making 

Drives strategic direction 

Able to prioritise Able to work with limited 
supervision 

Responds to changing 
directions 

Communicates strategic 
direction 

Able to deal with new 
situations 

Able to use sound 
judgement and initiative 

Able to make effective 
decisions 

Effective with solution- 
based decisions 

 

Working collaboratively 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Respects others’ views Able to see and act on 
the needs of others 

Able to coach and 
mentor our staff 

Fosters an environment 
of trust and respect 

Able to support 
colleagues 

Able to build positive 
relationships 

Effective collaboration 
with internal and external 
stakeholders 

Promotes an ethos of 
coaching and mentoring 

Able to co-operate with 
others 

Shares knowledge and 
information 

Able to pull teams 
together 

Identifies, builds & 
maintains strong 
stakeholder relationships 

 

Delivers Excellent Customer Service 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Takes responsibility for 
own behaviour 

Able to work across 
internal and external 
stakeholders 

Provides good 
leadership 

Models high levels of 
customer service 

Provides appropriate 
information 

Able to respond in 
appropriate time 

Able to listen and 
improve service 

Able to lead and drive 
excellent service 

Goes the extra mile Provides clear 
communications 

Understands stakeholder 
requirements 

Strategic interpretation 
of stakeholder 
requirements 
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Manages self, learning and personal development 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Takes responsibility for 
own development plan 

Actively seeks learning 
and knowledge 

Able to review others’ 
development plans 

Leads by example to 
ongoing development 
plan 

Able to participate in 
team learning 

Engages in formal and 
informal learning 

Acts as a role model Shares knowledge and 
experience 

Asks for help when 
needed 

Accepts feedback and 
has a learning attitude 

Reflects on own 
development 

Uses own experience to 
develop UCE 

 

3. Policy Statement 

• We recognise that our staff are fundamental to our success and that a strategic, professional 

approach to staff development will enable us to attract and retain high- calibre staff, with appropriate 

skills and competencies, to deliver our strategic objectives. 

• Staff development refers to all policies, practices, and procedures used to develop the knowledge, 

skills, and competencies of staff, at an individual, team and organisational level. 

• Staff development decisions will endeavour to deliver an appropriate balance between the wants 

and needs of both individuals and the organisation, in order to maximise potential and obtain a 

return on investment. 

• Some staff development activity, including that subject to statutory regulations, will be mandatory. 

• All staff development activities will be conducted with due regard to equality of opportunity. Where 

relevant, this will be reflected in the design, content and delivery of each activity. 

4. Aims and Objectives 

The main aim of the policy is to provide managers and staff with a framework that supports and encourages 

the development of all staff. This framework aims to achieve the following objectives: 

• Providing staff development opportunities which are aligned with strategic direction 

• Providing an appropriately organised corporate induction, undertaken at the earliest opportunity 

• Developing our staff to have the required capability and competencies to fulfil their current roles and 

prepare them for career development 

• Encouraging a proactive approach to personal and career development 
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• Connecting with our research strategy and enhancing the capability of staff to engage in research 

and scholarly activity to increase our research profile and inform teaching 

5. Identifying Training Needs 

Staff development needs may be identified at any point throughout the year, and are most likely to be 

revealed from the following: 

• Managers are expected to support actively the development of their staff, managing performance, 

providing feedback and discussing development needs with each of their staff, as appropriate, and 

as a minimum as part of the annual appraisal process 

• The development needs of new staff should be identified in relation to their role. Similarly, the needs 

of staff moving to a new role internally should be discussed when taking up the new position 

• Within annual planning cycles, by faculties/support services, by management observations and 

requests, outcomes from the staff opinion survey and from evaluation of feedback from current 

programmes. 

6. Planning and delivering training and development activities 

There is a shared responsibility for the development of our staff. Primary responsibility for planning 

appropriate corporate staff development rests with each department manager. 

For this policy to be effective, it is essential that staff support the key principle of continuous professional 

development and display an ability and insight to manage their own professional growth in addition to 

undertaking mandatory and relevant training for their role. Staff are expected to avail themselves of the 

development opportunities provided to enable them to keep their skills updated and respond flexibly to 

change. 

Corporate provision of staff development activities is arranged through collaboration with directors, which 

will deliver support by: 

• Providing induction conferences for new staff 

• Offering training events to meet training and development needs 

• Disseminating information on training and development opportunities 

• Maintaining accurate attendance records of corporate training and development undertaken. 

• Providing advice and guidance about external training provision working with individuals and groups 

• Evaluating staff development activities in order to assure and enhance their quality including 

actively seeking feedback from training events 
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The Director responsible for finance will staff and will provide budgets for staff development and allow time 

for development activity. Although those approval processes are determined locally, managers are advised 

to confirm that the training is consistent with their objectives and that it is cost effective. 

7. Competencies 

UCE provide staff with current industry requirements and will utilise this as evidence towards staff 

development. This covers both sector specific competencies and assessment development. Below are 

some examples of how we can provide support for staff and these may change according to industry and 

sector requirements. 

• Networking – staff attend network events provided by awarding bodies and other recognised 

industry specialists. 

• Industry placements – staff update knowledge and skills through working with our employers to gain 

placements to maintain and update. 

• Mandatory training and / or teaching – staff are provided with up to date industry good practice. This 

takes place either by providing external consultants to deliver in house training, attending external 

good practice forums, external and internal webinars and skills-based seminars or through more 

formal routes such as recognised industry qualifications. 

• End Point Assessment roles – UCE recognise that endpoint assessment will also provide 

Apprentice Support Tutors with insight and enable them to develop their role. 

• At UCE we value the student-centred Approach to assessment where students play an equally 

active role in the assessment process. assessment theories are embedded in standardisation 

meetings, and staff are developed to meet current industry requirements. For example, looking at 

tools to try in the workplace such as Socratic questioning, peer and self-assessment, RAG rating, 

mind maps, find and fix techniques etc. 

• Staff are observed regularly as part of the quality process. This information is used not only to 

ascertain the effectiveness of assessment but also formulate towards continuous professional 

development and improve on formative, summative and synoptic assessment. Core management 

evaluates the observations to formulate CPD. The UCE matrix used to observe staff reflects the 

new standards by highlighting the quality of assessment, learner engagement and dialogue, for 

example. 

• Assessment plans reflect the skills and knowledge required to meet the standards and UCE utilises 

these to benchmark the skills and knowledge required. 

• Assessment staff are required to maintain their CPD and UCE will support this requirement. UCE 

also encourage staff to be members of CPD networks such as the https://www.et-foundation.co.uk 

• Progression – staff can progress through various roles and will be supported to gain formal 
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qualifications to enable this.  

• Administrative and ‘back office’ support staff are provided with both informal and formal training. 

This can either take place via distance learning, in house training or attending workshops. 

8. Evaluation 

• Feedback from participants following all corporate staff development events will be regularly 

reviewed and content modified, as appropriate, by HR Services. 

• Staff also have a responsibility for monitoring the effectiveness of staff development, through the 

appraisal process  
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UCE:	Staff	Development	Procedure	

Management   

UCE core management team/staff are responsible in ensuring that we are able to meet the industry 

requirements by keeping up to date and engaging with partners and industry specialists through 

appropriate webinars and conferences delivered by experts and industry bodies. Some of the areas that 

UCE have had is to evaluate staff caseloads, changes in the compliance regime, staff development, over-

coming barriers and more. 

UCE also value working with consultant individuals who are also included in the Staff Competency 

Framework. 

Over the years, UCE has worked with consultants, Apprentice Support Tutors and verifiers, including many 

who have remained with the business over the last two years. UCE also provides consultant staff the 

opportunity to become employed staff. 

UCE’s strategy to enable staff to develop and grow is accomplished by: 

• Performance reviews 

• Annual appraisals 

• Staff away days 

• Life-long learning opportunities 

Line managers will follow the below procedure for all staff (including apprentices and consultants) using the 

relevant documentation to record progress. 

     Induction Monthly Supervision Annual Appraisal 

• Lasts for duration of 

probationary period 

• Monthly supervision 

• Staff competency check list 

• Job description 

• Feedback from peers e.g 

buddy 

• Job description 

• Staff competency check list 

• KPI's 

• Observations 

• Peer review and feedback 

• Complaints and Compliments 

• CPD events 

• Standardisation 

 

• KPI's 

• Strategic Direction 

• Operational direction 

• SAR (Self Assessment Report) 
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Induction 

Before confirming a permanent appointment, the line manager will liaise with the Director responsible and 

will gather information as outlined above to discuss. 

The meeting with the staff member to discuss permanent appointment will take place within the last month 

of their probationary period and any conversation that takes should not be a surprise to the new employee 

as they would have received monthly supervisions and will be aware of their progress. 

If there are any areas of concern regarding the progress of the new employee during their probationary 

period, the line manager will discuss with the Director responsible to ensure adequate intervention is in 

place and every opportunity is given to the new staff member to improve and HR are supporting both the 

new employee and the line manager. For further guidance on employment law and employee rights and 

responsibilities please refer to UCE staff handbook. 

Monthly supervision 

Line managers will carry out supervision with all staff on a monthly basis, and will use the appropriate 

evidence relevant to each staff role as per the Job Description and competencies For example, teaching 

staff will have OTLAs, standardisation meetings, success rates etc. that will impact on their supervisions, 

whereas administration staff may have a peer observation. 

Supervisions will be a collaboration between staff member and line manager and both parties will be aware 

of expectations. Recording of KPIs, targets and CPD are measured and monitored on the Breath HR 

systems. 

If there is any cause of concern the staff member is able to utilise the staff grievance procedure and access 

to HR for further support. 

Annual Appraisal 

The Directors will maintain an up to date Self-Assessment Report (SAR) that will be a collaboration from all 

staff. The strategic direction of the business will be explained to all staff who have a responsibility to 

implement the operational in line with their job role to ensure that the strategy of the business is delivered. 

There may be occasions where the strategy may change in line with industry changes and these will be 

delivered throughout the year through supervision meetings and team meetings. UCE acknowledge the 

importance of maintaining a highly skilled workforce and will provide opportunities to all staff. 


